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Non Human Astral Entities
"Clairvoyance and Occult Powers" by William Walker Atkinson. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From wellknown classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has
been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a
high-quality digital format.
A complete training course in the ancient Tantric and Western techniques of clairvoyance that will allow you to manifest love, happiness, health, knowledge, wealth, spirituality,
and more.
This carefully crafted ebook: "WILLIAM WALKER ATKINSON Ultimate Collection – 58 Books in One Volume" is formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed table of
contents: The Art of Logical Thinking The Crucible of Modern Thought Dynamic Thought How to Read Human Nature The Inner Consciousness The Law of the New Thought
The Mastery of Being Memory Culture Memory: How to Develop, Train and Use It The Art of Expression and The Principles of Discourse Mental Fascination Mind and Body; or
Mental States and Physical Conditions Mind Power: The Secret of Mental Magic The New Psychology Its Message, Principles and Practice New Thought Nuggets of the New
Thought Practical Mental Influence Practical Mind-Reading Practical Psychomancy and Crystal Gazing The Psychology of Salesmanship Reincarnation and the Law of Karma
The Secret of Mental Magic The Secret of Success Self-Healing by Thought Force The Subconscious and the Superconscious Planes of Mind Suggestion and Auto-Suggestion
Telepathy: Its Theory, Facts, and Proof Thought-Culture - Practical Mental Training Thought-Force in Business and Everyday Life Thought Vibration or the Law of Attraction in
the Thought World Your Mind and How to Use It The Hindu-Yogi Science Of Breath Lessons in Yogi Philosophy and Oriental Occultism Advanced Course in Yogi Philosophy and
Oriental Occultism Hatha Yoga The Science of Psychic Healing Raja Yoga or Mental Development Gnani Yoga The Inner Teachings of the Philosophies and Religions of India
Mystic Christianity The Life Beyond Death The Practical Water Cure The Spirit of the Upanishads or the Aphorisms of the Wise Bhagavad Gita The Art and Science of Personal
Magnetism Master Mind Mental Therapeutics The Power of Concentration Genuine Mediumship Clairvoyance and Occult Powers The Human Aura The Secret Doctrines of the
Rosicrucians Personal Power The Arcane Teachings The Arcane Formulas, or Mental Alchemy Vril, or Vital Magnetism The Solar Plexus Or Abdominal Brain ...
We have all met a person in the past who has what is called a magnetic personality. They seem to attract attention and good fortune wherever they go. What do they have that
we don't? This book answers this question and proceeds to instruct us on how to cultivate this force and harness magnetic energies. Personal magnetism attracts interest,
confidence, friendship and the love of others. Part Two of the book shows how we can use these same energies as a benefit toward others, through magnetic healing.
This book is the third of the series dealing with man's bodies, its two predecessors having been The Etheric Body and The Astral Body. In all three, identically the same method
has been followed: some forty volumes, mostly from the pens of Annie Besant and C.W. Leadbeater, recognised to-day as the authorities par excellence on the Ancient wisdom
in its guise of modern Theosophy, have been carefully searched for data connected with the mental body; those data have been classified, arranged and presented to the student
in a form as coherent and sequential as the labours of the compiler have been able to make it.Throughout this series no attempt has been made to prove, or even to justify, the
statements made, except in so far as their own internal evidence and reasonability justify them. The bona fides of these veteran investigators and teachers being unquestionable,
the results of their investigations and their teachings are here set out, without evasion or reservation of any kind, so far as possible in their own words, modified and abridged only
where necessary to suit the requirements of an orderly and logical presentation of the subject-matter.The question of proof is an entirely separate issue, and one, moreover, of
vast dimensions. To have attempted to argue or prove the statements made would have defeated the primary object of these books, which is to lay before the serious student a
condensed synthesis, within reasonable compass, of the teachings from the from the sources named regarding the bodies of man and the planes or worlds to which these
belong. Those who desire proofs must search for them elsewhere.The fact that, after some two and a half years of intensive study of the writings of the two authors named, no
discrepancies or contradictions, beyond, [xii] literally, two or three of trifling moment, have been discovered, constitutes a striking testimonial to the faithfulness in detail of the
investigators, and to the coherence of the Theosophical system.As in the two preceding volumes, marginal references have been given in order that the student may, if he wish,
verify for himself any statement made at the original sources. The indices of the series of three books, together with the marginal references, thus virtually constitute in
themselves a fairly complete index to everything dealing with the etheric, astral, and lower mental worlds in the writings of Annie Besant and C.W. Leadbeater.It is hoped that
there will be added to the series in due time a fourth volume, on The Causal Body.As already mentioned, by far the greater part of the material presented in this book, has been
obtained directly from the writings of Dr. Besant and Bishop Leadbeater. The works of H. P. Blavatsky are not included in the list of authorities quoted. To have searched the
Secret Doctrine for references to the Mental Body and the Mental Plane would, frankly have been a task beyond the powers of the compiler, and would, also, in all probability
have resulted in a volume too abstruse for the class of student for whom this series of books is intended. The debt to H. P. Blavatsky is greater than ever could be indicated by
quotations from her monumental volumes. Had she not shown the way in the first instance, later investigators might never have found the trail at all, let alone made it into a path
where others may follow with comparative ease and safety.
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Reference to the astral plane, or Kâmaloka as it is called in Sanskrit, has frequently been made by Theosophical writers, and a good deal of information on the subject of this
realm of nature is to be found scattered here and there in our books; but there is not, so far as I am aware, any single volume to which one can turn for a complete summary of
the facts at present known to us about this interesting region. The object of this manual is to collect and make some attempt to arrange this scattered information, and also to
supplement it slightly in cases where new facts have come to our knowledge. It must be understood that any such additions are only the result of the investigations of a few
explorers, and must not, therefore, be taken as in any way authoritative, but are given simply for what they are worth. On the other hand every precaution in our power has been
taken to ensure accuracy, no fact, old or new, being admitted to this manual unless it has been confirmed by the testimony of at least two independent trained investigators
among ourselves, and has also been passed as correct by older students whose knowledge on these points is necessarily much greater than ours. It is hoped, therefore, that this
account of the astral plane, though it cannot be considered as quite complete, may yet be found reliable as far as it goes.
Non-Human Astral EntitiesKessinger Publishing
"The Astral Plane" by C. W. Leadbeater. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics &
literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously
edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital
format.
Is this world all that exists, or are there one or more invisible dimensions in the universe that also harbor sentient beings? In The Astral Plane: Its Scenery, Inhabitants and
Phenomena, esoterica expert C.W. Leadbeater brings together centuries of information about one much-hypothesized-about realm, the so-called astral plane. Whether you are a
believer in unseen phenomenon or a skeptic, it makes for a fascinating read.
THE CAUSAL BODY AND THE EGO
OUR NEXT STOP AFTER DEATH - THE ASTRAL WORLD What happens to us after we die? Is there really a life after death? Which part of us survives and where do we go to?
What is the astral world? This book gives us an insight to the astral dimension, a world of emotions, imagination and creation -an exact replica of the physical world we live in, as
is our astral body -an exact replica of our physical body. The astral, the heavenly realm of light and indestructible life, the realm of vibratory life energy is hidden behind an
invisible veil from our material world. The veil between the two worlds, however, has been ruptured and mysteries are being revealed. After death, our astral body, spirit and soul
return to the astral world, free of all physical limitations. We humans live on earth on different levels of consciousness, and as to how long the astral body and soul while on the
astral plane and on which level, awaiting reincarnation or not, depends on the level of our consciousness during our lifetime here on earth and the moment of our death.
We all have questions ... "Who actually built the pyramids?" "What happens after we die?" "Who created crop circles? And why?" "Nostradamus: the Healer-the Prophet-the Man"
"Cleopatra: the women behind the legend" "Who actually controls humanity?" "If Nikola Tesla was so important, why is he so forgotten?" "What is the purpose of life?" But who
has the answers? Without a doubt, author Roman Harambura believes, we hold the answers ... within our imagination, the greatest gift of all. The universe, he explains, is filled
with life, and human beings are not alone. Earth, our home, is simply one planet in a sky filled with thousands of universes, each with the potential to harbor life beyond our
human ability to understand. If we can simply come to accept and embrace the fact that we are just one small part of the inconceivably vast miracle of life across the stars, our
own world would change. Imagination, in Harambura's experience, is our greatest gift. In his The Book of Knowledge: I Am Alien, he shares an eclectic and thought-provoking
array of ideas to inspire, engage, and capture your imagination. As expressed by a being known as Kuntarkis, the hundreds of lessons, insights, and experiences within are
intended to instigate your own questions and journey of discovery. Kuntarkis also answers questions submitted by people from all over the world. This book is highly
recommended for those who are seeking a broader understanding, not just about their own lives, but life in all aspects.
The three parts of the book are separated fields and deal with different facets of the runes. Part 1 gives, among other things, a fair summarizing historical overview, whereby
corresponding finds and their possible interpretations are not left out. Part 2 offers many passages in related mythology and the Norse sagas where runes occur, the
corresponding quotes are included. These two parts form an important foundation for the third part, which deals with the use of runes in modern magical-practical usage. After
decades of study of various western streams and schools of magic and a thorough study of the runes, the author has managed to combine both. The result is a unique modern
rune magic, which is presented in the third part of the book.
Ever wondered what your journey is for and where you are going? Spiritual practices and religions have all tried to answer this question. This book reveals where your destiny
lies. The 7 Mysteries are the seven levels that are the making of you and by simply reading this book you awaken them and embark on a journey of transformation. The Seven
Mysteries is a masterpiece, integrating the historical and metaphysical foundations of life with the reality of reunion with the Soul. G. Norman Shealy M.D., Ph.D.
This novel called CHANGE is an unusual but enlightening tale - it is an autobiography channelled from beyond the change we call death - a life story and an afterlife story which spans several decades and
even more locations on Earth and beyond to the Astral and Spirit planes - describing some of the multi-dimensional levels of human existence. It is a fast-paced, roller coaster ride through the vivid and
hedonistic 1960's and '70's in London and to 1980's war-torn Africa. It tells of one man's intense and adventurous life, his death and his descent into a personal hell before his eventual self-discovery. We
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learn how Change - the universal constant - touches this man in such a way that it has many different effects on both him and everyone who meets him. Running in parallel throughout the book is the present
day life and loves of the medium - a psychic young man who channels the story from the discarnate and mysterious spirit who is the main character of the book and whose chronicle the story is. Above all, this
is a human tale and it contains some of the worst and best examples of human qualities - the potential for which we all possess. CHANGE is about life and death - and life after death - and the inexorable
inevitability of Change itself on all levels of existence. These are subjects that affect and concern us all.
The Mystery of Death-which is probably the greatest mystery since the dawn of time-has been allegedly "solved" through modern "scientific breakthroughs" reported in a host of books, starting with the 1970s
bestseller, Life After Life. Near-death-experiences are described in mind-boggling detail by those who have "come back." Their images of the afterlife are as wild and enigmatic as anything seen in the top
special effects movies but consistent with the world's oldest mystery religions. Digitally enhanced films have recreated scenes of the deathplane, offering compelling images of beings-of-light, disembodied
spirits, souls awaiting rebirth, astral planes, the Akashic Records, psychic contacts, non-human entities, astral travel and channeling. An ongoing array of accounts continue to elaborate on the afterlife in
books, movies and television. But is this paradigm of the afterlife what really happens at death? Or are these experiences a spiritual cocktail for a modern age that has been adrift and perplexed? Is it a
symptom of a culture that has lost its spiritual roots and is desperate to explore what turns out to be some of the oldest occult terrain in history, going back to Babylon and Chaldea, while offering highly
lucrative rewards to the latest superstars? It turns out that there is another side to this issue. A credible and unique ancient source reveals that this supposedly new paradigm is in reality a dangerous
deception spanning back to the ancient mediums of Babylon and Chaldea. When Saul sought the Witch of Endor as a medium for guidance, the result was disastrous. The Mystery of Death contends that
there are realities that need to be considered in order to get the full picture. At stake is what happens to the human soul at death, a soul whose worth is beyond measure. We don't want to get on some
carnival ride unknowingly believing something that could be history's oldest con game while missing a reality far grander. There is true hope and there is a God but we are warned of spiritual deception in this
arena for a purpose. Find out why.
The astral projection is a unique way of living great adventures without moving from your bed (or your chair)...This phenomenon is known as astral travel, but it doesn't imply any "movement" in the physical
sense of the word. In fact, the astral projection (or astral travel) is a temporary separation of your astral body from your physical body.It is a transfer from a physical plane to an astral plane.But WHO travels, if
it's not the physical body?Let's take a look at the "subtle" composition of a human being: just like the universe is made up of different planes, or levels (the physical plane, the astral plane, etc.), every human
being is made up of several bodies that form a layered structure. Different layers surround the physical body in the following order: - the physical body- the etheric body- the astral body- the mental body- the
causal body- the Buddhist body (or supra mental)- the divine body (or atmic body)When we make the decision to astral project, it is of course the astral body that "travels" alone, leaving the physical body
behind. This is why the phenomenon is also known as "out of body" experience.You might want to know that the astral entities that you come across during your journey are not "auras," as some people think:
they are the astral bodies of different (living or deceased) beings. They can be human beings or animals for that matter.****Do you find this intriguing but also a little worrying? Well, you are not the only one. I
don't think any astral traveler could claim they never felt the slightest apprehension...***The first fear everyone faces is not being able to "return" to one's physical body. Making bad encounters is also a major
concern to most people. Although in theory accidents may happen, this book will show you that in reality, if you follow the proper techniques, it is impossible for these unwanted events to occur during your
astral projection. If you feel an apprehension, don't try to deny it: it's a natural reaction. But mastering a few safe techniques will make the fear disappear, just as naturally as it appeared.The purpose of this
book is to teach you the right methods for safely undertaking out-of-body experiences. It's a guide to traveling in the astral plane in a completely safe way, even if you have NEVER tried it before.- You will
learn how to start an astral projection without having any prior experience (it's quite possible for a total beginner to embark on this new adventure. However, don't take things too lightly. You don't start an
astral projection as easily as you start a car ... )- You will learn the easiest and fastest projecting techniques, but you will also be warned about those you must avoid if you are tired or under pressure (at the
end of a stressful day for example).- You will read about the possible encounters in the astral realm, how to deal with them and how to make sure that nothing and no-one can ever disturb you.- Most
importantly, you will learn everything about the unknown benefits of astral projection, what they are and how you can empower yourself and literally improve your everyday life using this extraordinary
experience.*** This is the english version of one of Richard Armand's best selling ebooks (he is a French author, his books on astral traveling and extrasensory phenomena have been a great success in
France in the past years) **
Although often dismissed as the stuff of tabloids, there are those who maintain that alien abduction is a real danger that many on Earth have already faced. In this volume, two dedicated UFO researchers
partner up to present the mysterious alien encounters experienced by their families and others like them, pointing to gaps in government reporting and highlighting as yet unexplained phenomena related to
their experiences. The authors encourage readers to keep an open mind as they seek to dispel the skepticism and stigma surrounding the reporting of such incidences while encouraging others to share their
stories.
This scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original. Due to its age, it may contain imperfections such as marks, notations, marginalia and flawed pages. Because we believe this work is culturally
important, we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting, preserving, and promoting the world's literature in affordable, high quality, modern editions that are true to the original work.
Leo Zagami's groundbreaking study of aliens and UFOs explores where we come from and which mysterious figures have guided humanity's political and religious choices. From the prophets to the initiates
and magicians, all ages have drawn from a common source of ultra-terrestrial and magical knowledge, passed down for millennia. This text reveals the identity of the unknown superiors, secret chiefs, and
invisible masters who have guided Freemasonry, the Illuminati, and others. Zagami speaks of the existence of multidimensional doors used by the various Illuminati to let other beings into our world, while
alluding to the latest discoveries of quantum physics for support. This shocking text will be embraced by those willing to look beyond the everyday to analyze our world's most puzzling circumstances.
The Arcane Teaching has come down to the present age through the corridors of time, from the dim ages of past eras, races, and schools of thought. In the Arcane Lessons you will see that the individual is
but a Centre of Consciousness and Force in the great Life Principle, Cosmic Will or Spirit. In the Arcane Teaching, the term "Vril" indicates the universal principle of vital-energy, life-force, or vital magnetism,
as it is sometimes called. The term itself is believed to have had its origin in the language of ancient Atlantis, tradition holding that the Atlantean root vri, meaning life, is the source of the word Vril, the latter
expressing the idea of vital principle or life-energy. The Arcane Teachings Collection contains three books: The Arcane Teachings, The Arcane Formulas; or, Mental Alchemy & Vril; or, Vital Magnetism.
William Walker Atkinson (1862-1932) was a prolific writer. His works treat themes related to the mental world, occultism, divination, psychic reality, and mankind's nature. They constitute a basis for what
Atkinson called "New Psychology" or "New Thought".

This volume offers a comprehensive account of the typology of noun classification across the world's languages. Every language has some means of categorizing objects into
humans, or animates, or by their shape, form, size, and function. The most widespread are linguistic genders - grammatical classes of nouns based on core semantic properties
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such as sex (female and male), animacy, humanness, and also shape and size. Classifiers of several types also serve to categorize entities. Numeral classifiers occur with
number words, possessive classifiers appear in the expressions of possession, and verbal classifiers are used on a verb, categorizing its argument. These varied sorts of
genders and classifiers can also occur together. This volume elaborates on the expression, usage, history, and meanings of noun categorization devices, exploring their various
facets across the languages of South America and Asia, which are known for the diversity of their noun categorization. The volume begins with a typological introduction that
outlines the types of noun categorization devices and their expression, scope, functions, and development, as well as sociocultural aspects of their use. The following nine
chapters provide in-depth studies of genders and classifiers of different types in a range of South American and Asian languages and language families, including Arawak
languages, Zamucoan, Hmong, and Japanese.
Since our very beginnings, human beings from all civilisations across the globe have encountered the Others Ð intelligent, self-motivated beings that are clearly not human in
their origins. This book offers the most comprehensive survey ever made of such otherworldly visitors, from gods, angels, demons and djinns to hobgoblins, poltergeists and
ghosts to UFOs and aliens. In addition to fully detailing the history of these encounters, the book attempts a bold explanation (never before undertaken) of the true nature of these
beings. The book will explore the increasingly frequent ÒentheogenÓ encounters facilitated by substances such as dimethyltryptamine, ayahuasca, 5-Meo-DMT and LSD, as well
as the beings encountered by individuals suffering from AlzheimerÕs-related Charles Bonnet Syndrome, young childrenÕs non-corporeal companions, and the seemingly
independent beings met during lucid dreaming and near-death and out-of-body experiences. This book continues Anthony Peake's work in developing a completely original
model of reality based upon an amalgamation of ancient belief systems, subjective human experiences of the extraordinary, and the latest discoveries of neurology,
neurochemistry, quantum mechanics and cosmology. This model proposes that consciousness, far from being simply an accident of evolution, is the actual root source of the
material universe. It suggests that at its most basic level everything that is seemingly physical is rendered into existence by consciousness.
THE purpose of this book is to present to the student of Theosophy a condensed synthesis of the information at present (1926) available concerning the Astral Body of man,
together with a description and explanation of the astral world and its phenomena. The book is thus a natural sequel of The Etheric Double and Allied Phenomena published in
1925. As in the case of The Etheric Double, the compiler has consolidated the information obtained from a large number of books, a list of which is given, arranging the material,
which covers a vast field and is exceedingly complex, as methodically as lay within his power. It is hoped that by this means present and future students of the subject will be
saved much labour and research, being able not only to find the information they require presented in a comparatively small compass, but also, with the help of the marginal
references, to refer, should they so desire, to the original sources of information. In order that the book may fulfil its purpose by being kept within reasonable dimensions, the
general plan followed has been to expound the principles under-lying astral phenomena, omitting particular examples or instances. Lecturers and others who wish specific
illustrations of the principles enunciated, will find the marginal references useful as a clue to the places where the examples they seek may be found.—A. E. Powell
They say that: "The veil between the worlds is becoming thinner by the day." I had been noticing energy structures in nature and in rooms for many years. Recently I started to
feel nature spirits, devas and landscape angels within those energy formations. Then I began to tune into the community angels of villages, towns, nations and groups of people.
They explained what we need to do to assist them in bringing down their divine energy of inspiration and healing - and how little use we are sometimes making of it. This third
volume of 'The Science of Spiritual Healing' describes my journey into connecting with light beings, angels and these energy fields of wisdom. A chapter is dedicated to the little
known background of some of the major illnesses of our time such as Ebola, cancer, depression, autism; another chapter introduces the diagnosis of chakras with the
understanding of chakra segments. A long commentary is given about the angels of sacred places and what real transformation requires. This book describes how to bring about
co-operation with the divine dimension so badly needed nowadays. It is a book of hope and inspiration, written in collaboration with a Collegium of Spirits.
As beginners in the study of Theosophy ask numerous questions, an attempt has been made in this book to present the broad teachings of Theosophy in a systematic way in the
form of questions and answers. The material collected here is drawn from over hundred books and pamphlets, mainly the works of that wonderful occultist, Bishop Charles
Leadbeater, and the famous President of the Theosophical Society, Dr. Annie Besant. The purpose of this book is to make the study of Theosophy a little easier in its elementary
stage, before more advanced and comprehensive books, dealing with abstruse and metaphysical questions, are taken up for study.
One of the best known mystics of the 20th Century reveals secrets of the higher worlds and what can be found there. Covers the scenery of the astral plane, its inhabitants, and
phenomena. This book is not about the beliefs of the Theosophical Society, of which he was a member. It sticks primarily to the astral plane and related subjects following an
Introduction and Preface written by two Theosophists that briefly promote the organization. Describes the degrees of materiality, characteristics of astral vision, and the types of
people and entities that can inhabit these upper worlds. This includes living people, those who have died, and non-human entities. The section on phenomena covers churchyard
ghosts, family ghosts, second-sight, astral forces, materialization, spirit photographs, levitation, spirit lights, and explains why darkness is required at a seance. Contains a large
amount of surprising information, highly recommended for those seeking what lies beyond the physica
A new edition of an occult classic, which includes a new introduction by Mary K. Greer, author of Women of the Golden Dawn, and a new afterword with excerpts from rarely
seen documents by Fortune herself describing how the book came about. After finding herself the subject of a powerful psychic attack in the 1930s, famed British occultist Dion
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Fortune wrote this detailed instruction manual on protecting oneself from paranormal attack. This classic psychic self-defense guide explains how to understand the signs of a
psychic attack, vampirism, hauntings, and methods of defense. Everything you need to know about the methods, motives, and physical aspects of a psychic attack and how to
overcome it is here, along with a look at the role psychic elements play in mental illness and how to recognize them. This is one of the best guides to detection and defense
against psychic attack from one of the leading occult writers of the twentieth century.
Edward Alexander, a life-long student & practitioner of the occult, esoteric, magick and mysticism, member of several secret orders, involved with governmental fractions - now
brings you the darkest secret he has discovered, from personal direct experience and observations, and details it for you. This is the Trap System - a spiritual-technological
construct keeping humans trapped on Earth through among other things reincarnation and karma, making them forget themselves from life-time to life-time to stop them from
progressing and finding the truth. He also explains what he have discovered about subjects such as the chakra system and the Third Eye (Pineal Gland), mind control, external
influences, the truth about Aliens, what Ghosts & the After-life are, our multidimensional existence - and finally finish it all off with a chapter filled with exercises and meditations to
free oneself, expand consciousness, and move beyond and out of the Trap System and know ones True Self, the Higher Soul.
Yeats, Philosophy, and the Occult is a collection of essays examining the thought of the Irish poet W. B. Yeats and particularly his philosophical reading and explorations of older
systems of thought, where philosophy, mysticism, and the supernatural blend. It opens with a broad survey of the current state of Yeats scholarship, which also includes an
examination of Yeats's poetic practice through a manuscript of the original core of a poem that became a work of philosophical thought and occult lore, "The Phases of the Moon.
" The following essay examines an area where spiritualism, eugenic theory, and criminology cross paths in the writings of Cesare Lombroso, and Yeats's response to his work.
The third paper considers Yeats's debts to the East, especially Buddhist and Hindu thought, while the fourth looks at his ideas about the dream-state, the nature of reality, and
contact with the dead. The fifth essay explores Yeats's understanding of the concept of the Great Year from classical astronomy and philosophy, and its role in the system of his
work A Vision, and the sixth paper studies that work's theory of "contemporaneous periods" affecting each other across history in the light of Oswald Spengler's The Decline of
the West. The seventh essay evaluates Yeats's reading of Berkeley and his critics' appreciation (or lack of it) of how he responds to Berkeley's idealism. The book as a whole
explores how Yeats's mind and thought relate to his poetry, drama, and prose, and how his reading informs all of them.
The first book to explore the history and influence of egregores, powerful autonomous psychic entities created by a collective group mind • Examines the history of egregores
from ancient times to present day, including their role in Western Mystery traditions and popular culture and media • Reveals documented examples of egregores from ancient
Greece and Rome, Tibetan Buddhism, Islam, modern esoteric orders, the writings of H. P. Lovecraft and Kenneth Grant, and the followers of Julius Evola and Aleister Crowley •
Provides instructions on how to identify egregores, free yourself from parasitic and destructive entities, and destroy an egregore, should the need arise One of most important but
little known concepts of Western occultism is that of the egregore, an autonomous psychic entity created by a collective group mind. An egregore is sustained by belief, ritual, and
sacrifice and relies upon the devotion of a group of people, from a small coven to an entire nation, for its existence. An egregore that receives enough sustenance can take on a
life of its own, becoming an independent deity with powers its believers can use to further their own spiritual advancement and material desires. Presenting the first book devoted
to the study of egregores, Mark Stavish examines the history of egregores from ancient times to present day, with detailed and documented examples, and explores how they are
created, sustained, directed, and destroyed. He explains how egregores were well known in the classical period of ancient Greece and Rome, when they were consciously called
into being to watch over city states. He explores the egregore concept as it was understood in various Western Mystery traditions, including the Corpus Hermeticum, and offers
further examples from Tibetan Buddhism, Islam, modern esoteric orders such as the Order of the Golden Dawn and Rosicrucianism, the writings of H. P. Lovecraft and Kenneth
Grant, and the followers of Julius Evola and Aleister Crowley. The author discusses how, even as the fundamental principles of the egregore were forgotten, egregores continue
to be formed, sometimes by accident. Stavish provides instructions on how to identify egregores, free yourself from a parasitic and destructive collective entity, and destroy an
egregore, should the need arise. Revealing how egregores form the foundation of nearly all human interactions, the author shows how egregores have moved into popular
culture and media--underscoring the importance of intense selectivity in the information we accept and the ways we perceive the world and our place in it.
This is a new release of the original 1925 edition.
Have you ever wondered what happens to our souls after our physical body dies? What is a ghost and do they really exist? Why is it that some souls don’t cross over into
Heaven but rather remain stuck in this earthly realm? Are all ghosts bad and can they really harm us? What should you do if you are experiencing a haunting of your own? Spirits
Among Us is a book that answers questions like these while retelling actual stories of haunted locations encountered by one paranormal investigator and her team throughout its
early years. This book takes you through the experiences of Christy Clark and her journey towards discovery of her own personal gifts and how she overcame many obstacles
along the way, including ghostly attachments and spiritual attacks. This book also describes how Christy’s experiences eventually lead her toward founding the state of
Oklahoma’s first team of paranormal investigators. Historical information about actual haunted locations and true stories told by ghosts themselves are described through the
eyes of the author as she witnessed different ghostly encounters first hand. Follow Christy and her team of investigators as they take you on ghostly adventures throughout the
state of Oklahoma and surrounding areas, reliving each ghostly tale, one story at a time...
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